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About This Game

Safety Driving Simulator: Car is a driving simulator engaging and enjoyable that teaches the basics of driving immersing the
player in a detailed and realistic urban environment. A tool widely used today by schools, government, driving-schools and

health associations. Choose from a variety of cars, sedans and sport cars and different scenarios. If you ever wanted to know
how driving under influence will effect sight and reaction – now you can experience it yourself.

Features

Choose between utility cars, sedans and sport cars

Cities, extra-urban and off-road scenarios

Realistic viability: one way roads, yield signs, traffic lights, pedestrians and much more...

Traffic offenses detection

Alcohol and drugs simulation
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A decent example of sequel done right.
Most of the issues with the previous game were fixed in this one.
+No more pointless fetch quests
+Lock on function
+Unlimited dashing
+Better graphics and sound effects

As for the game itself - calling it "diablo with mechs" would be an overstatement, since it has much less depth and complexity
than even Diablo 1, and it comes nowhere near games like Front Mission or Armored Core in term of mech customization.
It's a simple, small, borderline indie dungeon crawler with cute little cyberpunk plot and anime twists that you can see a mile
away.
I managed to finish story in about 8 hours, but there is also post game grinding content.
Still I recommend this game, even if not for the full price, but for something like -30~60% sale definitely.. Inevitability is a
space exploration game where you are given a ship and essentially set free. You can do the game-given quests or just run around
shooting ships to get better ships. It could use some polishing, especially in explaining how game mechanics work as I don't
understand things like how to heal my ship, but it has some cool features like planet mining. My favorite part thus far is ship
combat as you can dance circles around ships that don't have tons of drones and lasers shooting at you, and as you pick the
opponent apart you will see parts of the ship break off for you to collect. It's only $5 and goes on sale often.. Great game, a good
successor to the first. Introduces a number of new features that persist through the later games. If you liked 'A New Home' then
you'll definitely enjoy this one I reckon.. Really fun game for fans of Assassins Creed and historical settings. This is my first
AC since 3 and I have to say I am enjoying the direction it has went. The map is massive and there is alot to do. The RPG
elements are a good addition. I recommend getting the game on sale since they went pretty heavy on trying to get you to buy
microtransactions. None of them seem necessary but I will never accept them as something to implement in a fully priced
game.. This is a very mediocre game. I have played many HOGs over the years and this one simply didn't grab me. Art was ok
and it did have an original concept being in wartime. However, to my surprise, it was quite short. I tend to take my time and I
finished in 4 hours. It was very easy too. I play on casual mode and didn't require a walkthrough at all, which is very rare. You
are really held by the hand, so if you're looking for a challenge, don't play this!!
Overall, I found the game to be very boring. It was missing a spark along the way. Lots of HO scenes and mini puzzle, but
storyline was poor.
5 out of 10 for me. Definitely buy when on a sale which is what I did.. Very confusing and no fun at all. Full disclosure: I was
NOT in the beta, and I don't know the developer apart from a short discussion in the last 2 days about some (mostly self caused)
trouble I had with the game. I have about one hour gameplay by now, but considering this game is flying deep under the radar
due to the same-day release of a similar but much more hyped VR game I decided to write a review.

In Always Higher, you start at the bottom of a cylindrical structure, and must get to the top. along the whole height of the
structure are plaforms with inbuilt teleporter which must be activated to move forward. Along the way you meet enemies and
turrets, you find new weapons and energy cubes, and from time to time you find a teleporter which sends you somewhere else.
So the flow is : shoot enemies, active teleporter through a (so far) easy reaction mini-game, teleport to the next highest platform,
repeat.

At its most basic, Always Higher is a room scale, 360 degrees wave shooter. Where it differs from any other VR wave shooter
I've tried so far is that it includes (if the first, not mandatory, one is representative of something players meet later on, then
NON-trivial) puzzles. Also, despite involving teleporting, it makes actual sense and doesn't feel like a cop-out. There is a story,
but how much or how well this story develops I can not tell yet.
The environment (so far) is basic but works and fits the theme very well, the enemies are not particularly tough, but takes
strangely human tactics at times (extending their arm past the shield and shooting while staying hidden ... the typical SPT n00b
tactic;). Graphically the game is everything but ugly too. The humanoid animation is slightly awkward sometimes, but I've seen
way worse.

The weapons are the only slight negative I can find: I have two so far, plus a shield, and everything feels ~wimpy~. The weapon
noise is a literal "pew pew" without any bass or power to it, and nothing seems to register when the shield is hit. Also, both
seems to have a wild spreading pattern making it sometimes a bit hard to correctly aim (or maybe it's my tracking that is off?
but I don't have this problem in other games).
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Oh .. and the music .. big negative point! There is only one single track, and it is awesome! The game needs more of those! :)

All in all, if you would like to try a different kind of (story) shooter, that isn't all hectic and chaos, and even presents you with
puzzles, AND YOU HAVE THE SPACE(!) then get this. It is still a bit raw around the edges, but it is somehow more intriguing
and feels more interesting than its competitors.. The game has a lot of elements from several good card and board games.
Including Magic the Gathering, Mahjong, some chess elements and perhaps even Gwent. The tutorial is simple enough to
explain the game but once you get into the first Storm you get your butt kicked.

I highly recommend this game and have added a playthough on my YouTube channel of the first Storm level called the Dusk
Carnival here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=P78oz_wjJiY

If you enjoy Magic with a few more colour ranges and a different kind of strategy this is worth a buy!.
Nepgear\u7684\u6cf3\u88c5\u5728Leanbox\u7684\u516c\u5173\u6295\u8d44\u52308\u7ea7\u540e\u83b7\u5f97

You will receive Nepgear's swimsuit after the Public Relations Investment of Leanbox reaches lv.8.
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It's a easy way to kill time lol
. I have been waiting a while for a game like this for VR and I was not disappointed. I was on the fence about this one at first
but this game is exactly what I was hoping it would be: a sim city\/sim tower-style management game that feels great in VR.

 I am hoping they make Rift\/Touch-specific controls at some point (the time control menu feels a bit awkward) but as-is it
works well enough that it does not detract much. There is a decent amount of content to work with and there are still some
things I haven't unlocked. The goals and challenges really help with pacing so you pretty much always feel like you have
something to work toward. I hope they continue to add and polish it going forward as it has a lot of potential but the core
gameplay is solid as is. Overall: looks great, feels great, I'm having a blast!. This game is fantastic, I was looking for something I
could take my time with and this game offers great Rogue-like elements. There is no text to read in the game so lots of the spells
and abilities are quite cryptic, which I love, as in many of my favorite Rogue-like games, you learn by doing so to learn the
effects of each spell you must cast it. I still need to sink lots of time into this game but am enjoying it so far. My only problem is
that the game is not random enough at the begining, sure each playthrough offers a new randomly generated dungeon but the
character is always the same, and in a game that has no discernable story I found that bugged me a little bit. I would highly
recomend this game to those looking for another Rogue-like experiance.. It's a funny game however it is impossible to do solo
and with this having no online functionality, this game is hard to recommend. I don't really care about this barbie stuff.
Bought it to thank the developers for making a great game.. Not working. Did briefly in the past. Seems to have broken with the
Charlemagne patch.. I really enjoyed this puzzle game. It takes the "start on one block and run along all other blocks without
reusing a block or getting trapped" and it adds a couple things. You're an adventurer collecting coins. And since you can't pass a
level without standing on every block (including the coin ones) you'll never lose out on your growing fortune. On the flip side, I
have no idea what those coins are for but.... they sure are fun to collect! Also, on each level, is a brown box which is your exit.
So try to angle towards that last. If you run onto the brown block without stepping on all the others, there's a weird explosion
noise and you begin at the start of the level.

There are 60 levels and most you'll probably whiz by. But I found quite a few a little challenging and I found all of them fun.
This game won't win any graphic awards but the music was nice and catchy. If you enjoy puzzles and particularly if you enjoy
100%ing a steam game, I recommend this. I'm actually a bit sad illie isn't longer. If they add content or come out with illie 2,
I'm all over that!. A very nice little roguelike - the UI is quite clean and usable once you get used to it (much better than
Dungeonmans, which I love but you're always fighting the UI and graphics).

Mechanics are much clearer than in Dredmor - you can almost always guess, or should have been able to guess, what weapon
type or magic type some mob you haven't seen before is vulnerable to.

When you start, it'll feel too lean - OMG, only 3 classes, only three spare inventory slots, no potions, not a huge map? But it
opens up - you can find inventory slot expansions, for instance. There are lots of different terrain types, lots of little
environmental puzzles, and it's great fun to just blow up the map with your earthquake spells. You'll find out the maps are just
the right size - by the time you're tired of this level it's time to move on to the next. And each of the 3 classes is very survivable.

There's also a continuing 'plot' - not a heavy one, but there's a goal, and antagonists who will torment you over the levels... Hell,
it's well worth the asking price! If you're bored of Dredmor, Maj'ael, and Dungeonmans, this is your next stop.
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